Team Performance Profile
A snapshot in time of team performance.
360-degree feedback for the whole team based
on the Margerison-McCann Types of Work
Model.
A perfect complement to the personal Team
Management Profile.
Key issues clearly highlighted and explained.
Ideal for project team planning and review.
Simple and practical, focused on action
planning and results.
Helps clarify team purpose.

The Team Performance Profile provides a detailed
mini-audit of how everyone thinks the team is doing
in relation to a powerful, fully researched model of team
effectiveness, linked to the models and concepts within
the Team Management Profile.
The Profile has been used successfully with team
coaching, problem solving, change management
and project management.

How does it work?
Responses from multiple raters are combined into a
30-page Profile which shows the extent to which the
team should and does concentrate its efforts in each
area, as identified by the respondent groups.
Information is presented graphically with detailed
development guidelines for each area, summaries and
detailed breakdowns of responses to each question.
The composite view provided by the Profile is a rich
source of discussion and a starting point for ongoing
development.
An ideal consultancy tool that can be used before or after
individual team members receive their personal Profiles.
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Margerison-McCann
Types of Work Model

Case Study

Assessing the collective
impact of leadership
The senior leadership team in a business unit of a major
blue chip organisation assessed its collective impact
using the Team Performance Profile.

address any mismatch between its own and others’
perception of its performance. This, as he says, “is perfect
for action-oriented teams.”

The team was mid-way through an 18-month leadership
development programme run by Chris Pote from Devote
consultancy. Team members had already received their
Team Management Profile which helped them
understand their own and others’ work preferences. They
had also discussed the strategy they wanted to pursue.

While much of the feedback from bosses, peers and
subordinates was positive and reinforcing, the exercise
also revealed that subordinates felt undervalued and
disengaged from the direction the business unit was
heading in, and that peers in other business units were
unclear about the team’s work priorities.

“The next obvious step was to assess how effective they
were,” says Chris, and he selected the Team Performance
Profile because it highlights specific areas where a team is
performing well and where it falls short of others’
expectations. The results didn’t surprise anyone because
they reflected what their Team Management Profiles had
revealed – scantily-populated in the Inspecting and
Maintaining types of work and well-populated in
Developing and Organising – a distribution pattern typical
of senior leadership teams.

The team took the feedback very seriously. “360-degree
tools are often used in isolation,” points out Chris, “but in
this case, the combination of the Team Management
Profile and the Team Performance Profile made the link
between cause (people’s behaviour) and effect (how it
makes their colleagues feel) very explicit.”

What’s “really great” about the Team Performance
Profile, says Chris, is that the specific and direct feedback
it produces is action-oriented, inspiring the team to

The team quickly took steps to address problem areas,
and Chris anticipates the next stage of the development
journey will be to use the reinforcing feedback to
accelerate progress towards strategic objectives while
trying to ingrain a stronger Maintaining and Advising
mentality to head off future potential problems.
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